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The concept of patriotic and patriotic education,the national, historical basis for the education of Primary School 

students in the spirit of patriotism.A sense of patriotism expresses a person's ardent love for his homeland and its 

nature, for his people, for the heroism of the past and present of his people, for his language and art. Since ancient 

times, the love of the people for their homeland has been glorified in songs, fairy tales and rare works of our Eastern 

thinkers. The feeling of love for the motherland always pushes people to the heroism of Labor, to the struggle for the 

happiness of the people. Patriotism is not an innate feeling. That is why an important place is given to the upbringing of 

this feeling in elementary grades. Elementary knowledge about the motherland is formed in children on the basis of 

their life experiences, on the basis of certain perceptions of life around them. Homeland - is reflected in the attitude of 

each person to his home, to his native land, to his closest people to parents, brothers, sisters.Individual forms of raising 

a child in a patriotic spirit are carried out mainly in the family. The decisive role in this or that matter is played by the 

family. Therefore, the teacher must establish close cooperation with the families of students, involve parents in the 

process of raising children in a patriotic spirit. Thus, the success of patriotic work in an educational institution depends 

on the moral and psychological character of teachers, their psychological, pedagogical and professional training, 

attitude to their tasks, as well as the ability of students to effectively cooperate with their parents. In this article, Part I 

of the 2nd class textbook"native language and reading literacy" Part 1 is exactly "what is patriotism?"it starts with the 

theme and displays patriotic emotions through the images below:  

 

     1.Do you consider yourself a patriot? Why? 2.What works do you think are useful for the motherland? 3.What 

works are not considered patriotic?  

  We can cite the story of SA'dullaQuronov "the courage of an ant"in order to explain that when a scourge came to the 

land, it was necessary to try to pull a head out of a collar against it: it turned out that in ancient times there was a wide 

meadow covered with various flowers and grass. There, along with sheep and lambs, partridges, hedgehogs, turtles, 

various insects also live harmoniously.   One year the summer came very hot. It almost didn't rain. At the height of the 

scorching sun, the plants dried up and frowned. On one such day, Grass went to the pasture. An unexpected fire 

terrified the creatures. Everyone started running around. Not a single ant escaped. He brought water from a spring near 

the meadow in the mouth of a dwarf and began to spray the fire. The other creatures who saw this state said: "O Ant, 

eat your mind?! Would the fire be extinguished with a particle of water brought by you? And put thy work, thy soul,  

Then the ant, not stopping at his deed, replied: – You will say correctly, not a single particle of water will extinguish 

the fire. But I want to try. Because this meadow is my homeland. I use this opportunity if I have the opportunity as a 

particle to preserve it.This statement of the Ant strongly affected the people of the meadow. The creatures running to 

all sides suddenly stopped and followed the Ant. In the bucket of bees, in the beak of a partridge, sheep and lambs 

hurried to extinguish the fire, bringing water in their mouths.So when all creatures took a head out of a collar and 

sprinkled water on the fire, it was as if it had rained down from the sky. Thus the fire was extinguished.  

  

The story is one of the main methods of moral and ethical education and involves the collection of students ' ideas and 

concepts about the norms of behavior adopted in society. Moreover, this method is based on the experiences of 

schoolchildren, through which students begin to distinguish between good and bad, fair and unfair. When studying 

works of art, it is possible to carry out storytelling and explanatory methods. In conclusion from this story, we can say 
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that if trouble comes to the land,we will not all start from one collar, we will not fight.It is the love,dedication of this 

little ant to the homeland that motivates us humans to love the land as well,to be faithful. Mother-homeland is such a 

concept that a person will never change in his soul. The feeling of love for the motherland enters the blood with 

mother's milk. This dear feeling is taken care of by mother Alla, raised. A person matures in his homeland. 

Appreciated. Passes the school of life. Prosperity and happiness are achieved.Motherlandsõzi we always express side 

by side with the word mother.In the person of the mother – motherland, we see the nature of our society, the nature of 

our system, built on the foundation of kindness and compatibility. Thanks to the independence of Uzbekistan, the 

history of the motherland has become a material and spiritual heritage. Abu RayhonBeruni, who was the first to 

discover the country behind the ocean, AlisherNavoi, who conquered places that the NE - ne commanders could not get 

by the power of tig, Abu Ali Ibn Sina, the founder of medical science, the great mathematician al –Khorezm, the 

commander who did not touch kuragi Earth, a major statesman, Amir Temur, Zahiriddin Muhammad Babur, the whole 

world knows our compatriots who they also had a mother in the place of the motherland and a father in the place of the 

father. That is why such concepts as Mother Earth, Mother –Motherland, Mother Earth are permeated with our lives, 

our minds. For several hundred years, the Mother Earth, which has taken ne –ne great children into its arms, has been a 

mother to our ancestors. Yes, she was the mother of our ancestors. She is our mother, and the mother of the next 

generation is the future.  Our President ShavkatMirziyoyev noted that"showing an example of unshakable will and 

courage in practice is the best criterion of humanity and the eternal value inherent in our tolerant and noble people who 

live their lives, who have sacrificed their lives for today's peaceful and peaceful days, and honoring the elderly who 

have walked in our ranks — the highest criterion of humanity and correctly emphasize. The motherland of Uzbekistan, 

striving for the goal of reaching the level of a great state in the future, embodies the life, lifestyle, traditions, spiritual 

values of the people. Patriotism is love for the Native Land, love for it, honor. His prosperity is the contribution of each 

citizen to achieve the contribution. Patriotism is the absorption of the concepts of Mother - Motherland, independent 

Uzbekistan into one's consciousness and the achievement of loyalty to it. Patriotism is a love and respect for the people 

of our Motherland, its traditions, language and culture, as well as adding its own character to its development, 

becoming its true soul mate. Patriotism is the achievement of knowledge of the history of the Uzbek people of the 

kokhna land, which has long been called Turan, Turkestan. Patriotism is the preservation of monuments of culture, art, 

architecture, which are considered cultural heritage of the Uzbek people, and knowledge of the history of themnitng, as 

well as its significance today. Patriotism is loyalty to one's nationality, Mother - Earth, faith. Patriotism is the purity of 

healthy forces, owners of healthy thinking, religion, faith. Patriotism is responsibility to the motherland, to live in the 

interests of the nation. To contribute to the development of the Motherland, its national reputation, to make a profit, to 

work with dedication, honesty, to think about the glory and benefit of the people, to be humane. Patriotism is the self-

sacrifice of each person to his people and the thoughtfulness of the people's pain as their own, contributing to the Great 

State of Uzbekistan. Patriotism is the most important component of the moral formation of a person. That is why when 

a sense of patriotism in children is formed from infancy, it becomes immortal until the last breath.  
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